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Cimco Marine AB enters into distribution
agreement for the OXE Diesel with
Marine Performance, Spain

Marine Performance is newly founded but the owners has been active in the
yachting and maritime sector since 1960, have introduced many new
products and technologies to the Spanish market since then. They have a
strong reputation for being “reliable suppliers for commercial marine
product”, which correlates well the OXE Diesel.

“We have been following the progress of the OXE Diesel since 2014, when it was



first displayed at the High Speed Boat Operation Forum in Göteborg. Cimco and
Marine Performance are definitely a good fit for success and the Spanish market
is ready for a reliable diesel outboard such as the OXE Diesel” says Tomeu
Rotgar Garcia, CEO of Marine Performance.

The extensive experience of Marine Performance, both in the field of
commercial and leisure marine industry, begun with the opening of a store in
the port of Arenys. With the solvency and strength of having the best brands
in the nautical sector,the business portfolio also covers technical services,
boat building & refit and yacht management. Marine Performance has a wide
experience of working with various brands and offering technical services
and repair makes them a reliable distributor of the OXE Diesel.

“Marine Performanceis a great addition to our ever growing OXE distribution
network and the team is already off to a flying start,” says Jim Denley, General
Sales Manager at Cimco Marine. “This partnership opens up and further extends
the availability and support for OXE in the Mediterranean, as well as the Atlantic
Ocean. Cimco extends a warm welcome to Marine Performanceand we expect
them to have nothing less than certain success as exclusive OXE Diesel
representatives in Spain.”

Cimco Marine AB is the manufacturer behind OXE Diesel - the world’s first
high performance diesel outboard engine. Setting new standards for
durability, fuel-efficiency and low emissions.

For more information about the OXE Diesel, visit www.oxe-diesel.com

http://www.oxe-diesel.com/
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